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From the Coupé.
Welcome aboard the bi-monthly PULLMAN.
I take this opportunity to thank those readers who have
kindly taken time-out to forward contributions in the form
of either articles, news or photographs for this edition.
I remain dependent on contributions of news, articles
(Word) and photographs (jpg) formats in all aspects of
Pullman operations both past, present, future and related
aspects within model railways.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in producing your
newsletter, is for you to forward on by either E-mail or
printing a copy, to any one you believe would be
interested in reading your newsletter.
Publication of the PULLMAN is scheduled on or about the 1st of January, March,
May, July, September, and November.
The next edition editorial deadline date will be Thursday October 28th, with the
scheduled publication on Monday November 1st.
The views and articles within this publication are not necessarily those of the
editor. Every effort has been made to source and contact all copyright holders; I will
be happy to make good within the next available newsletter any errors of omission
brought to my attention. The copyright of all photographs featured within each
newsletter remain with the photographers as credited.
No part of this newsletter may be reproduced in any way without prior written
consent from the editor.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list, please
send an E-mail to t.bye@ntlworld.com with your request, it is as simple as that.

Information is for sharing and not for gathering dust
It costs nothing to share knowledge.
Editors Acknowledgements.
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My thanks to the following contributors for their assistance in the production of this issue of
PULLMAN by way of either articles and/or photographs, for without these contributions this
edition of your newsletter would not have been possible: A. Ford, G. Behrend, J. Morel, R.W. Kidner, T. Knox, R. Barber, C. Lade, N. Lade, S. Widdowson,
M. Newport Archive, N. Skinner Collection, S.C. Cook, M. Mayers, D. Jones, P. O’Connor, J. Wheller,
G. Young, C. Cockburn, G. Martin, G. Steele, F.V.D. Lubbe, M. Simek, C. Kerswill, P. Starks,
T. Robbins, A. French
My thanks to the following Publications, Societies, Archives and Web Sites: Pullman in Europe. Pullman Profile No.2 The Standard K Type Cars. Pullman.
The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust. The Pullman Society. Railway Magazine.
Railway World. The C. Lade Archive. Brighton Toy & Model Museum.

“Information is for sharing and not gathering dust”.
You may at any time forward news, information in ‘Word’ & ‘PDF’ and photographs in ‘JPG’
formats for inclusion within PULLMAN, Special Editions and PCS-Archive.
Do you have a question/query that requires an answer, I will endeavor to get you the answer?
E-mail t.bye@ntlworld.com

Pullman Newsletter Readership
Welcome aboard.
N.Clearly, J,Carey.
The Current Worldwide Readership:

454
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PULLMAN CAR HISTORY - CASSANDRA.
3.Identity:
3.

Type of Car:
Into Service:
3. Builder:
3. Pre-1960 Schedule No:
3. Post 1960 Schedule No:
3. Tare:
3. Seats:
3. Seating Configuration:
3. Bogies:
3. Track Gauge:
3.
Brake:
3. Length (over Vestibules):
3. Extreme Width:
3. Roof:
2.Table Lamps Type:
1.Type 1932 List:
1.Route Restriction (SR):
2.Cost per Car:
2. Livery on Delivery:
3.

CASSANDRA.
Kitchen.
1926 November.
Metropolitan-Cammell Carriage & Wagon Co. Ltd., Saltley.
149.
200.
38t.
20.
1 x 1.
2 x 4 wheels.
4’ 81/2”.
Vacuum.
63’ - 10”.
8’ - 7”.
Ellongated.
A.
-/K.
-/I.
£.
Umber & Ivory.

1.Entries

such as -/H indicate that the car was not originally given a Type letter, but was classified
as Type H after 1932. Entries such as (A)/G indicate that the car was originally (old) type A, and
was re-classified as Type G about 1932. Entries such as (D) indicate that the car was originally
(old) Type D, and was withdrawn before the new Classification was introduced in 1932.

1.Entries

such as (I) indicate that the car concerned would have been Restriction( I) had it been
allocated to the S.R. when the latters scheme of Route Restrictions was compiled.
Entry (4) for the 1960 cars (Schedule Nos.311 to 354 inclusive) is the B.R.(S.) equivalent of the
British Railways Standard Restriction ‘CI’. Entries such as 6/2A indicates that the car concerned
was originally Restriction 6, and S.R. Route Restriction2A. Entries such as -/2A indicates that the
car concerned was not originally given a S.R. Route Restriction because it was not originally
allocated to the S.R.; and that it was given Restriction 2A on being transferred to the S.R.

2.

Interior.
Finely veneered Cuban sawn cut mahogany quartered up to designs, with subtle traces of
boxwood, kingwood and holly.
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5.

©Mike Newport Archive.
1926 Metropolitan-Cammell Carriage & Wagon Co. Ltd., Saltley. Pullman Car 'CASSANDRA'.

5.

©Mike Newport Archive.
1926 Metropolitan-Cammell Carriage & Wagon Co. Ltd., Saltley. Pullman Car 'CASSANDRA'.
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5.

©Mike Newport Archive.
Saloon interior of Pullman Car 'CASSANDRA'.

5.

©Mike Newport Archive.
Saloon interior of Pullman Car 'CASSANDRA'.
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2.

A.Ford.
1926 Plan & Elevation of CASSANDRA.

2.

1926 November.

Allocated to the Southern Railway (Central Section)
‘Southern Belle’ service.

2.

1928.

Relocated from Southern Railway (Central Section) to
Southern Railway (Western Section).
Forming part of a pool of thirteen cars, with three
dedicated groups being arranged for the ‘Ocean Liner’
trains.

3.

1929.

Expense relating to repair/renovation at the
PCCo Preston Park £71 12s 21/4p.

2.

1939 June.

Allocated to the ‘Imperial Airways Empire Services’
with cars PENELOPE, IBIS & LYDIA.

1.

1946 January.

Tare weight raised to 40tons.

1.

Circa 1950.

Water tanks changed from underfloor to roof position.

2.

1951.

Allocated to the ‘Devon Belle’ set 1.
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4.

1953 June 14, 15 & 16th.

The Coronation & Spithead Review.
Twelve car all Pullman train consisting: (A) CAR No. 54, (B) CAR No. 171, (C) PENELOPE,
(D) ROSEMARY, (E) OCTAVIA, (F) CAR No. 294,
(H) CASSANDRA, (J) TOPAZ, (K) CAR No. 303,
(L) CAR No. 31, (M) CAR No. 208.
14th - To Southampton chartered by the Dilwara party.
Train consists all twelve Pullman Cars.
15th - To Southampton chartered by three parties.
Cars A & B Caltex Trading & Transport Company,
Cars C to H Shell Petroleum Company &
Cars J to M Anglo-Iranian Oil Company.
15th - To Waterloo chartered by three parties.
Cars A & B Caltex Trading & Transport Company,
Cars C to H Shell Petroleum Company &
Cars J to M Anglo-Iranian Oil Company.
16th - To Waterloo chartered by the Dilwara party.
Train consists all twelve Pullman Cars.

4.

1963 June 13th.

The final South Western Pullman-operated Boat Train
service ran. The service being a Composite train with
Pullman cars IBIS, CASSANDRA, ARGUS and ordinary
Southern Region coaches for the United States Lines.
(All future Ocean Liner Traffic being worked with
Railway Operated Vehicles).

4.

1963 September.

Condemned at York works.

4.

1964 October First Week.

Reported as broken-up by at the Taylor Bros scrap yard.

INFORMATION SOURCES.
The contents of this Car History would not have been possible without the following individuals
and publications which have greatly assisted in my research: 1.

Pullman in Europe.
G. Behrend.
Pullman Profile No.2 ‘THE STANDARD K TYPE CARS’. Antony M Ford.
3. Pullman Car Services-Archive.
4. Pullman.
Julian Morel.
5. Mike Newport Archive.
2.

ISBN not registered
ISBN 978-1-906419-22-6
ISBN 0-7153-8382-5
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FREE INTERNET NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES & WEB SITES.
Coupé News, Special Editions, Pullman & CIWL News & Pullman Newsletter Past Editions.
All current and past issues can be sourced at the following resources: The Search Engine at the National Railway Museum, York.
The Railway Studies Group at Newton Abbot.
The SEMG web site from which copies can be downloaded in ‘pdf’ format at
https://sremg.org.uk/coach/coupe/index.html

Bringing Back the Brighton Belle.
The wonderful Brighton Belle, the only electric all-Pullman train in the world, succeeded the steam
service between London and Brighton in 1933 and became the world's first electric inter-city train.
A much-loved railway icon, the three five-car train sets were withdrawn by BR in 1972. Now we
have a wonderful idea - an amazing feat of restoration, to bring together a complete train set and
return the Belle to the mainline! To follow progress with the restoration and help.
http://www.brightonbelle.com

Raildate.
The weekly newsletter produced and published by Howard Sprenger every Friday covering general
railway subjects with links to sites for further information visit:
https://groups.io/g/raildate
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.
Raildate Facebook group: http://www.facebook.com/groups/1464457607123111/
You must be a member of Facebook to join.
The Railtube Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/railtube2/
Thanks to Peter Lewis for posting Raildate to his Facebook page, which should be available to view
even if you are not a member of Facebook.

Amis des Wagons-Lits Newsletter.
The CIWL newsletter is available in ‘pdf’ format and if anyone wishing to receive a copy on
publication should register with elliott.chris@gmx.com
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The Belmond British Pullman Returns - Steve Widdowson.
June 5th, 2021, London Victoria to Bridgnorth.

©Steve Widdowson.
June 5th, 2021, Class 66 No. 66737 at Bewdley Tunnel (Seven Valley Railway)
with the 06.49 London Victoria to Kidderminster SVR then on to Bridgnorth.
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July 3rd, 2021, London Victoria to Worcester Shrub Hill.
On July 3rd, 2021, the 09.04 London Victoria to Worcester Shrub Hill & returning as the
16.40 Worcester Shrub Hill to London Victoria.
Hauled throughout by Class 50’s 50049 DEFIANCE & 50007 HERCULES.
(50007 was renamed and renumbered on one side only as 50034 FURIOUS).

©Steve Widdowson.
Class 50’s 50049 DEFIANCE & 50007 HERCULES at Fladbury, Evesham with the
09.04 London Victoria to Worcester Shrub Hill.
(50007 was renamed and renumbered on one side only as 50034 FURIOUS).
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©Steve Widdowson.
Class 50’s 50049 DEFIANCE & 50007 HERCULES approaching Worcester Shrub Hill
with the 09.04 London Victoria to Worcester Shrub Hill.
(50007 was renamed and renumbered on one side only as 50034 FURIOUS).
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LOOK BACK AT PULLMAN.
1881 - 140 Years Ago.
October.

The Midland Railway release Pullman cars ARIEL, ADONIS &
CERES to the London Brighton & South Coast Railway.
(Information Source - PCS-Archive).

October 14th.

Pullman car GLOBE with electric lighting undertakes trial
Running between London & Brighton and return.
(Information Source - PCS-Archive).

1921 - 100 Years Ago.
October 1st.

The ‘Southern Belle’ London to Brighton re-instated following
withdrawal in 1917 for the remaining duration of the
First World War.
Running as a two-class train Monday to Saturday.
Sunday train operation split into First-Class and Third Class all
Pullman trains, later referred to as the ‘Pullman Limited’.
(Information Source - PCS-Archive).

1926 - 95 Years Ago.
September 11th.

The ‘Continental Express’, nicknamed the ‘White Pullman’.
With the French connection named the ‘La Fléche D’ Or’
(Golden Arrow).
(Information Source - Railway World November 1986).

1936 - 85 Years Ago.
October 14th.

The ‘Night Ferry’ commences operation between Victoria to
both Paris and Brussels.
(Information Source - PCS-Archive).
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1941 - 80 Years Ago.
October.

A note from Mr. R. Kirkland relates the tragic end of the
Pullman Cars ‘MAYFLOWER and ‘GALATEA’. Which for many
years worked the Aylesbury line of the late Metropolitan
Railway. Together with an old third-class Pullman car, they
were seen in a siding at Hampton Court. Where they were
removed from their bogies and the bodies being too lengthy
for east transport, were unceremoniously sawn in half and
carted off on flat wagons. The bogies being loaded up,
doubtless for scrapping.
Presumably, our correspondent adds, “These Pullman bodies
will go to swell the ranks the banks of railway coach dwellings
at Hampton Court, among which are to be found interesting
specimens of original City & South London stock and some
aged London United tramcars.
(Information Source - Railway Magazine October 1991).

1946 - 75 Years Ago.
September 13th.

Noted at Brighton carriage sidings, newly repainted
CAR No. 32 & CAR No. 33.
(Information Source - PCS-Archive).

September 28th.

Noted at South Croydon Sidings, ‘SCOTIA in Brown’, ‘TOPAZ’,
‘CAR No.11’, ‘AURELIA’, ‘CAR No. 8 in Grey’, ‘CAR No. 13 in
Green’, ‘CAR No. 30’, ‘LEGHORN’, ‘ELMIRA’ & ‘ERMINIE’.
(Information Source - R.W.Kidner).

September 30th.

Noted at Stewarts Lane, ‘CAR No.1 (ex-EMERALD) in Green’.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

October.

Noted at the Southern Railway’s Lancing Carriage Works the
following Pullman cars. ‘GROSVENOR’, ‘MYRTLE’, ‘CAMILLA’,
‘VERA’, ‘RUBY’, ‘PADUA’, ‘IBIS’, ‘LATONA’ & ‘FINGALL’.
(Information Source: R.W.Kidner).

October 12th.

The “Brighton Belle” re-introduced but consisting of a 5 Bel
and 6 Pul consist. With only 5 Bel sets 3051 & 3053 being
available.
(Information Source: J.Morel).
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LNER PACIFICS
The Eastern Region of British Railways
Pacific Class Locomotive Pullman Workings.

Tommy Knox.
As ever my thanks to Tommy Knox for the following information on steam hauled Pullman services
on the East Coast Main Line.
Within the text reference is made to ‘Up’ and ‘Dn’ workings. These relate thus, an ‘Up’ working is a
service to London Kings Cross, and ‘Dn’ is a ‘Down’ working from Kings Cross.
I.e., All lines to any of London’s terminals are classified as the ‘UP Line’.
The Queen of Scots Pullman - September & October 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.09.14
51.09.18
51.09.29
51.09.30
51.10.01
51.10.04
51.10.04
51.10.06
51.10.08

Locomotive:

60536
60134
60117
60134
60517
60116
60509
60084
60116

Working:

noted on Queen of Scots in Edinburgh Waverley Stn
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
58 12.00 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
58 Dn Queen of Scots / on Ardsley shed
58 Dn Queen of Scots into Newcastle
Queen of Scots
131 Up Queen of Scots from Glasgow - Edinburgh
142 Dn North Briton / 131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle

The Queen of Scots Pullman - September & October 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

61.09.02
61.09.09
61.09.09
61.09.12
61.09.12
61.09.22
61.09.23

Locomotive:

Working:

60522 1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Leeds
60007 serviced on Gateshead shed / 1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
from 60032 - Leeds / on Neville Hill shed
60032 1E14 Up Queen of Scots Edinburgh - Newcastle 60007 on / serviced on
Gateshead shed
60088 1S57 Dn Queen of Scots past Doncaster
60141 1E14 Up Queen of Scots into Kings Cross
60004 1E14 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle / serviced on Gateshead shed
60004 1E14 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle / on Heaton shed
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The Queen of Scots Pullman - September & October 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

61.09.30
61.10.07
61.10.10
61.10.10
61.10.11
61.10.11
61.10.12
61.10.21
61.10.21
61.10.26

Locomotive:

Working:

60046 serviced on Gateshead shed / 1E14Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
60081 on Neville Hill shed / 1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Edinburgh
60086 1A75 Up Aberdonian into Kings Cross / 1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from
Kings Cross - Leeds
60148 1E14 Up Queen of Scots into Kings Cross
60076 1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle from 60129 - Leeds
60129 1E14 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle - 60076 on
60024 1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Glasgow
60002 1E14 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle - 60512 on / on Heaton shed
60512 serviced on Gateshead shed / 1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
from 60002
60522 serviced on Gateshead shed / 1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle –
Leeds

The Yorkshire Pullman - September & October 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.09.08
51.09.20
51.10.13
51.10.15

Locomotive:

60133
60030
60117
60025

Working:

Up Yorkshire Pullman
Yorkshire Pullman (
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman

The Yorkshire Pullman - September & October 1961 - 70 years ago.

61.09.01
61.09.05
61.09.06
61.09.07
61.09.08
61.09.08
61.09.09
61.09.09

60008
60133
60008
60141
60044
60141
60067
60141

61.09.16
61.09.25
61.09.26
61.10.02
61.10.03

60118
60003
60120
60134
60135

1N24 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1N24 Dn Yorkshire Pullman (
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1N24 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman
1N24 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
on Copley Hill shed / 1E08 11.17 Up Yorkshire Pullman/1N26 17.55 Dn
West Riding
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
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The Yorkshire Pullman - September & October 1961 - 70 years ago.

61.10.10
61.10.11
61.10.13
61.10.19
61.10.21
61.10.23
61.10.25
61.10.26
61.10.27
61.10.28

60120
60135
60118
60120
60145
60059
60118
60133
60118
60118

1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1N24 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 1N25 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds

The Harrogate Sunday Pullman - September & October August 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.09.09

Locomotive:

Working:

60117 Harrogate Sunday Pullman

The Harrogate Sunday Pullman - September & October August 1961 - 60 years ago.

61.09.03
61.09.10
61.09.10
61.09.17

60017 1N07 09.45 Dn Harrogate Sunday Pullman
60006 1N07 09.45 Dn Harrogate Sunday Pullman / 1E13 16.55 Leeds –
Kings Cross
60141 (Sun) 1E14 15.40 Up Harrogate Sunday Pullman
60120 1E14 15.40 Up Harrogate Sunday Pullman

The Tees Tyne Pullman - September & October 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.09.15

Locomotive:

Working:

60066 Up Tees Tyne Pullman

The Tees Tyne Pullman - September & October 1961 - 60 years ago.

61.09.01
61.09.01
61.09.04
61.09.05
61.09.06
61.09.06

60014
60028
60029
60007
60033
60034

1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman / serviced on Gateshead shed
1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman / serviced on Gateshead shed
1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
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The Tees Tyne Pullman - September & October 1961 - 60 years ago.

61.09.07
61.09.08
61.09.10
61.10.12
61.10.19

60030
60029
60048
60059
60006

1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman / serviced on Gateshead shed
1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
serviced on Gateshead shed / 1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman / serviced on Gateshead shed

Can you help Tommy?
Tommy is updating the database on a daily basis and would be most grateful if any newsletter
reader who undertook train spotting in steam days could look through their notebooks and if they
find any information to contact him.
Tommy is also happy to answer any reasonable enquiries if he can.
e-mail address is Tommy@lner-pacifics.me.uk.

©Norman Skinner Collection / The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
July 30th, 1963, Holgate (Leeds) D1502 heads the Yorkshire Pullman.
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The Christopher Lade Archive.
(Courtesy of Nick Lade)
March 24TH, 1964
‘REGENCY BELLE’
March 28th & 29th Until Further Notice.

©C.Lade Archive/N.Lade.
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©C.Lade Archive/N.Lade.
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©C.Lade Archive/N.Lade.
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©C.Lade Archive/N.Lade.
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The Pullman Society

The Golden Way
The journal of the Pullman Society is
published four times a year.
Posted to your home address on
publication.
Each publication details matters
relating to both the Pullman Car
Company and the Pullman Cars
operated, in both text and
photographs.

Contents.
Obituaries.
Pullman Spotting In The 1950’s.
Pullman Car Profile ZENA.
A Memorable Retirement Celebrations.
Pullmans Company Business Offices Part 2’.
Selsey trip.
Book Review.
Preservation Notes.
Details on both the
Pullman Society and Membership
can be sourced from the Societies
website at: http://www.thepullmansociety.org.uk/
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The Armstrong Railway
Photographic Trust
For further details visit the Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust
Website www.arpt51a.com
Richard Barber.

©S C Crook / The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
Rebuilt Bulleid West Country Pacific No. 34029 LUNDY
with the ‘Down’ Bournemouth Belle West of Woking.
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©S C Crook / The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
January 30th, 1965, Bulleid Battle of Britain Pacific No. 34051 WINSTON CHURCHILL
Hauling the late Statesman Sir Winston Churchill Funeral Train passing Ascot.

©The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
LNER N1 No.1599 at Hornsey with Pullman train stock.
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Pullman Preservation & Restoration Reports.

Pullman Report
CAR No. 89
Marcus Mayers
August 2021

©Marcu Mayers.
The state of CAR No. 89 has deteriorated somewhat with some interior ceiling collapsing.
It is hoped to tarpaulin over the vehicle over the summer to reduce deterioration.
A Television production company has expressed an interest in creating a mini television programme
about the restoration.
As such it has been agreed to leave CAR No. 89 onsite at the Little Mill until a final decision is made.
This is as the removal of CAR No. 89 will be critical to one of the proposed episodes.
A corridor connection has been procured from a DMU on the Dean Forest Railway.
Two companies have now expressed an interest in restoring CAR No. 89 and quotes are being
produced.
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Pullman Report
The Bluebell Railway
David Jones
August 2021
Good progress is being made on CAR No. 54 with the current fitting out of the north saloon
continuing. The seating is nearing completion and will be installed soon. The south saloon has all
its seats in place apart from the three movable first class chairs for disabled diners which have yet
to be upholstered. Both the wheelchair lifts are now fitted in the ex-luggage compartment and the
associated double doors are nearly ready for external cladding.
On the exterior, sheet metal bottom ends have been screwed into place by the Tuesday
volunteers.

©David Jones.
Curtain Rail as fitted within CAR No. 54.
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©David Jones.
CAR No. 54 North Saloon.
Out in the OP4 carriage storage area, all the rolling stock has been temporarily cleared out and
dispersed to other locations in preparation for a major filming contract involving the construction
of a replica interior of Paris Gare du Nord, complete with a blue screen along the entire length of
the east wall for computer images to be projected of the rest of the station during processing.
Amongst the vehicles displaced are the two ex-CVR Pullmans ‘AQUILA’ and CAR No. 36 which were
moved over to the north end of Platform 1. At least this enabled an inspection to be made of the
interior of CAR No. 36 in the sunlight in order to list all the items that were missing, particularly
from the toilet such as the ‘vacant’ indicator which will need to be sourced.
The non-standard curtain rails also need replacing with the type already fitted in CAR No. 54.
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©David Jones.
AQUILA at Horsted Keynes Station.

©David Jones.
CAR No. 36 at Horsted Keynes Station.
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©David Jones.
FINGALL on trestles awaiting the fitting of the refurbished bogies.

©David Jones.
Preparation by filming contractors within OP4 carriage storage shed for Gare du Nord.
Pullman Society members attending their forthcoming AGM will be able to view the interior,
although slightly in the dark as these Pullmans will be back in OP4 by then, and any sign of Paris
will have gone!
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Pullman Report
Restoration of FORMOSA
Pat O’Connor
August 2021

Having taken delivery of new carpet over a year ago, I have finally, at the eighth attempt, been
able to find a competent carpet-layer to fit the new carpet in FORMOSA.
The colour is green and fawn, somewhat darker than the following images suggest, with a trellis
pattern to reflect the geometric trellis design covering the marquetry panels within FORMOSA.

©Pat O’Connor.
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©Pat O’Connor.

©Pat O’Connor.
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There is also an echo of the various trellis designs used by Pullman in the past and this carpet is
similar to the designs used in Midland RCW built cars in 1924 and 1925, plus some British built
Continental Pullmans of the same era.
Further images show PAULINE and its Continental equivalent. The marquetry and carpets are the
same but there are other subtle differences between the two cars.

©Pat O’Connor / Birmingham Central Library.
Midland RCW built Pullman Car PAULINE Saloon interior.
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©Pat O’Connor / Birmingham Central Library.
Midland RCW built CIWL Saloon interior.

A clock of the same period as FORMOSA has also been installed.
This clock began life in CAR No. 51, one of the last Clayton-built 12 wheelers of 1923, but the clock
has now been re-united with another Clayton-built car - FORMOSA.
The baseplate and fixings all match perfectly.
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©Pat O’Connor.

©Pat O’Connor.
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Pullman Report
The Kent & East Sussex Railway
John Wheller
August 2021
The Kent and East Sussex Railway.
Life on the Kent and East Sussex Railway is now returning to some semblance of normality with
the railway running a near normal service, with all the sheds working and most of the volunteers
back at “work”. The Railway is starting to have a buzz about the place with the staff and volunteers
settling back into the running routine.
Wealden Pullman Dinning Train.
The Dinning train is now running its regular Saturday evening and Sunday lunchtime service, with a
high occupancy rate and very few tables available. The vehicles in the formation are all in service,
with just the usual regular routine inspections taking place.
Mark 1 (Restaurant Unclassified) E1987.
After a long wait our replacement kitchen car has now returned from its renovation by Arlington’s
at Eastleigh and is currently in the carriage storage shed at Rolvenden. It had been proposed that
it be returned straight to Carriage and Wagon at Tenterden but Covid has disrupted all our plans,
so we are playing catch up. Prior to the RU coming on shed the rebuild of fleet No. 86, a Mark 1
CK, needs to be completed as it is required for the Santa Specials which commence at the end of
November.
This is now well advanced with new glazing currently being installed.
RU E1987 will be fairly unique when it joins the Wealden Pullman Dinning Train as it has been
fitted with a Guards Brake, making it a BRU or is it a RUB?
Pullman Car ARIES.
As previously reported no work has been undertaken on ARIES for some time and is still in our
carriage storage shed at Rolvenden. We have been looking at works that can be done which will be
required at some time when work can eventually commence. You may recall that we are
converting ARIES from a Kitchen to a dining car which will require alterations to the window
layout. This in turn requires an additional bronze sliding toplight to be manufactured which has
been carried out at his home, during the lockdown, by volunteer Ron Nutman. We are very
fortunate to have a volunteer with Ron`s skills in C&W.
Having received the new light unit glass from Dartington Glass, attention has turned to the brass
frames. A quotation was received from a foundry in East Sussex to make the patterns which have
been ordered and soon as these have been approved the new units will be cast.
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Those of you who have been following the asbestos problems with ARIES will be pleased to know
that we are obtaining revised quotations for the asbestos removal with a view to this being
completed so that the coach is safe to work on when the time comes.
It is encouraging to see that with our new Carriage and Wagon Delivery Manager comes a
different attitude to seeing projects through, long may it continue.
For further information visit https://kesr.org.uk/
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

North Yorkshire Moors Railway CAR No. 79.

©T.Bye/AY2110.
July 19th, 1997, CAR No. 79 at Grosmont Station.
Gerry Young - August 2021.
CAR No. 79 remains at the Ecclesbourne Railway undergoing restoration which has due to Covid
and the restrictions imposed within the UK since March 2020 has delayed completion of the
restoration, the restoration work is mostly within the car’s interior.
The car is occasionally moved outside the workshop due to space being required within, whilst
outside the car sheeted over.
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British Pullman Parlour First CYGNUS - Rob Bayliff & Christopher Cockburn.
On Monday July 19th it was noted that the late running 06.30hrs Calais Frethun (Tunnel) to
Dollands Moor Sidings included as the last vehicle of the train was Belmond British Pullman car
CYGNUS.
On the evening of July 20th, Class 67 No. 67021 with Belmond British Pullman car ‘CYGNUS’ with
Class 67 No. 67024 on the rear with the ‘Up’ 18.36hrs working of the ‘5B46’ Dollands Moor to
Stewarts Lane.
(The car departed for restoration/overhaul via the Channel Tunnel on August 3rd, 2019, to the
ACC Ingénierie et Maintenance, 32 rue du Pre la Reine 63017 Clermont-Ferrand France).

©Christopher Cockburn.
Dollands Moor prior to departure on the evening of July 20th, Class 67 No. 67021 with Belmond
British Pullman car ‘CYGNUS’ with Class 67 N o. 67024 on the rear.
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©Christopher Cockburn.
July 20th, Belmond British Pullman car ‘CYGNUS’ prior to departure from Dollands Moor to
Stewarts Lane.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RAILWAY MATTERS - Greg Martin.
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The Pullman Model Scene.
The Story of Chudleigh - Railway of a Lifetime - Graham Steele.

©Graham Steele.
Pullman services at Chudleigh Station.
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1. It started again at Croydon Technical College in the mid-1960s. Doodling a model railway
layout was far more fun than concentrating on various chemistry lessons. And so, the dream was
born. The previous child’s Tri-ang layout had long been consigned to four packing boxes in my
parent’s loft, probably sadly, all that survived from those days were the controller, transformer
and a 12volt soldering iron.
Some 38 years later living in Balmain, New South Wales, 26th May 2003, on our wedding
anniversary my wife. Helene gave me a small, heavy, nicely wrapped package. I had no idea, it was
a Bachmann J72 and what amazed me after all those years was the detail, fine wheels, brake pipes
and the small couplings.
Into Yellow Pages, nearest railway shop, bought a Settrack oval plus siding, and a $50 controller,
these two kids watched this beauty run in circles on the dining room table.
Dam, so now as well as a busy job, rugby, sailing, home, garden, cat and wife (obviously not in that
order), now I had a railway.
2. Chudleigh was a pleasant coastal town in east Dorset, on the LSWR main line with a small
fishing harbour. To the west are a range of hills with a long 1 in 80 incline directly west of
Chudleigh Town. In the heady days of nineteenth century railway building the GWR and LSWR
came to jointly own the branch to the harbour. The next major change was in 1943 when the USA
army built a large breakwater to expand the harbour into a port for the Normandy landings. In
recent years a cross channel service was established.
So, the scenario is:
-through and stopping main line trains to the West Country.
-boat trains heading for the port.
-inter-regional trains to both town and port either via the Somerset and Dorset or the Reading
link.
-the inevitable WR push – pull unit operating the town / port line
-and a selection of parcel and goods trains.
The catch of course was the line to the port is steep, narrow, twisting and with severe weight
restrictions. So, for the boat trains the main loco and the restaurant car both have to come off,
and 0-6-0Ts handle the port leg. One taking the reduced size train down and two or even three
pulling it back up. Summer Saturdays are chaotic.
3. Building a model railway layout today is so I have found out, just a little different from the
1950s. My first was a Tri-ang 0-6-0T, two rail, with two maroon coaches in a box eventually fixed
to a 6 x 4 base board probably at the age of eight. In 2003 after a few weeks of magazines and use
of the internet it was decided:
-BR SR / WR late 1950s
-Code 75 track, electrofrog points, Peco point motors and switches.
-DCC Digitrax system, two Zephyrs (one command, the other a slave with auto-reversing enabled)
and two DT 400 remote throttles.
-Modern Bachmann and Hornby RTR locos and rolling stock, with brake pipes and rods, and where
possible screw link couplings on the front of locos, some crew and weathering, all with the
emphasis on “watching the trains go by”.
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And so, for the next two years we made a layout on a piece of chipboard, a double main line,
centre passing lane, terminus and goods yard both with head shunts. Kit buildings, scenery and life
was added with most of the detail by Helene. Outside of operating sessions with everything
packed away it hung under the rear porch (known affectionately as the “Hanging Railway of
Balmain”), until we moved to a larger house.

©Graham Steele.
An overview of Chudleigh Station
4.

And then Hornby produced The Bournemouth Bell set, I was hooked.

5. When we moved to St Ives the layout was placed on a custom table built by my neighbour and
later expanded to 3.2m x 1.5m x 0.94m to fill the room by use of a second bolt on table and a
separate control panel. The layout is now effectively three levels, the main line being the top, an
intermediate level at the front containing the port, and the lower having 18 rolling stock and 7
locomotive storage sidings linked via a double track spiral, allowing the entire rolling stock to be
active. Both the table and control panel are on castors to allow access to the rear. By necessity
point switches, all 33 of them have been left on the main base board.
But coming back to the layout design, the priorities were movement, length and height.
-Movement, I have tried to create end on / horizontal views of train movements. Sitting on a
normal chair the top level gives more of an elevation rather than plan view.
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©Graham Steele.
Pullman services cross at Chudleigh.
Also inside the spiral is an operating “hole” where shunting and marshalling can be achieved by an
operator sitting on an office swivel chair without the back. The double loop mainline and branch
allows at least a couple of trains to be running at any one time, one of the advantages of DCC is
the ease of double heading.
-Length, I reckon a main line model train has to be at least a loco plus five coaches to look “main
line”. So, Chudleigh Town was made to handle a tender locomotive with 5 BR Mk1 coaches
allowing the restaurant car and brake coach of the boat trains to uncoupled and put into the
passing loop whilst the rest went down to the port.
-Height, I wanted to get away from a flat layout and the extension has enabled that.
A basic layout height of 0.94m allows more of a horizontal view when sitting down.
To say this layout was planned is true as long as you add “on the run”. I tried using WinRail as a
design tool, which I am told was a German design that was adapted for the UK. That would explain
it, very teutonic, (I should know my Head Office is in Hamburg) I could not get it to handle
flexitrack well, but the track layout shown was done with it.
The lower storage sidings evolved when talking with my neighbour who build the table and control
panel. Once out of sight the double spiral and point work is all Peco Setrack to allow maximum
space utilisation. The Setrack points are manual control by Universal 218 toggle switches, a keep it
simple approach.
6.

I am happy with much of Chudleigh, for me four things stand out.

-being able to replicate operations I remember on the Southern railway some 50 years ago when I
was but a kid
-watching a down express pull out of Chudleigh Town, crawl up the bank and lean into the curve at
the top.
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-using the reversing loop to turn locomotives for the run back to London.
-and seeing the beautiful Pullman coaches with their illuminated table lamps.

©Graham Steele.
“WATCHING THE TRAINS GO BY” makes your heart feel good.

Pullman Model View.
I am aware a number of readers have a model railway layout with Pullman train operation.
If you would like to share an image or two of you layout, please feel to forward.
This offer is also open to anyone constructing or converting a Pullman car who would like to
share their skill with fellow readers.
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Lucille, Lucille, Lucille or what’s in a Pullman car name - Fred van der Lubbe.
When, long ago, I first discovered English Railways I collected a few 00-gauge trains.
I liked the then current Hornby Pullman cars and combined a Hornby Bulleid Pacific with 4 Pullman
cars, three R229 First class parlour cars “Lucille” and a R233 Third class parlour brake “Car No.78”.
When my model train loving nephew, Gijs came along to look at all my trains he passed the glass
case displaying this Pullman train and said, in a contemptuous voice: “Lucille, Lucille, Lucille”.
By that I much became aware of the difference between car numbers and car names.
Hornby was apparently also aware of this and later delivered the Pullman car with a choice of
names (to be attached to the car sides by the buyer).
Recently reading the excellent Pullman Profile books by Antony M. Ford the question arose
whether toy train Pullman car names had anything to do with real Pullman car names, so I started
a small and maybe incomplete investigation. Terry Bye, editor of this Newsletter, has issued
inventories of 00-gauge Pullman cars, including more recent correct scale models with correct
names. I specifically looked at older or more toy-like, coarse scale, pullman cars and their names,
but including older 00-gauge cars. The naming of Pullman cars was initiated by the American
Pullman company. I limit myself here to the British Pullman cars. Pictures, except were stated
otherwise, made by me from items in my collection.
ACE.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
The two Metropolitan Railway Pullman cars made by ACE have the names of both the real
Metropolitan Pullman cars Mayflower and Galatea.
The ACE British Railway Mk1 modern Pullman cars have the correct names: Parlour car Amethyst
and Emerald; Kitchen car Eagle and Falcon.
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Bing.

©Jörg D.
Bing from Germany made 4 gauge 0 Pullman cars with the names Cassandra, Minerva, Plato and
Rosemary. There were indeed Pullman cars with these names; Minerva and Rosemary were
Parlour cars and Cassandra and Plato were Parlour cars with kitchen. The 4 Bing cars however do
not show any difference in (window) layout.
Darstaed.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
Darstaed made a very large range of Pullman cars with different names, most arranged in sets
representing a named Pullman train. The single cars they made were Pullman Bar cars with correct
car names Diamond and Pegasus. Note that the name of the bar is not the name of the car. A
further single car was a Parlour car named Michaela. Michaela was not a Pullman car name, but
could have been; the Darstaed car was made for the 40 th HRCA anniversary and the name
Michaela was chosen since it is the name of the granddaughter of Frank Hornby.
Darstaed made three different Brighton Belle trains with correctly named Parlour kitchen cars:
Doris and Hazel, Audrey and Vera, Mona and Gwen. Further they made with correct names:
Parlour cars: Agatha, Eunice, Isle of Thanet, Juana, Minerva, Onyx, Sheila, Ursula, Zena.
Parlour kitchen cars: Argus, Aries, Aurelia, Belinda, Cecilia, Chloria, Evadne, Fingall, Joan, Loraine,
Lydia, Maid of Kent, Rosamund.
Parlour brake: Juno, Montana
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Graham Farish.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
Graham Farish (Grafar) made in 00 gauge a number of versions of a named Pullman Parlour
kitchen car. The first versions had names Iolanthe, Lydia, Minerva, Pauline and Phyllis. Lydia and
Minerva were in reality Parlour cars without kitchen, so the name and body did not match. A later
version had blank names boards but with transfers such that the owner could add a name; there
were 13 names supplied but not all of these were correct Pullman car names, like Rosamunde, and
some were names which were not correct for a kitchen car.
Hornby.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
Hornby made a number of series of Pullman cars in 0 gauge:
The 4-wheel M0 Pullman cars were Zena and Joan while the M1 Pullman cars were Aurelia,
Marjorie and Viking; all these are correct Pullman names.
The No 1 4-wheel Pullman cars were made in a saloon car type with names Corsair, Cynthia,
Niobe, and brake car type with names Ansonia and Aurora. These are correct Pullman names and
Ansonia and Aurora indeed had a guard/brake end.
The 8-wheel No.2 and No.3 Pullman cars just wore incorrectly the name “Pullman” below the
window.
The 8-wheel No.2-3 and No.2 Special Pullman cars had the names Grosvenor, Iolanthe, Loraine
and Zenobia while the cars with brake end had the names Arcadia, Alberta, Montana and Verona.
All these are correct names, and the last four cars indeed had a guard/brake end.
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Hornby Dublo.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
Hornby Dublo made only one named Pullman car, Aries. Aries was a Parlour kitchen car just as
Hornby Dublo made it. Wrenn later made a series of correctly named Pullman cars based on the
Hornby Dublo tooling.
Hornby Railways.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
Lucille, the Pullman car that started my “Pullman car name” search was a correctly modelled and
rightly named Parlour car. More on Hornby Railways Pullman cars until the recent time can be
found in a document available for free download in the Pullman Car Services Archive:
http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/coupe_se14.pdf
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Leeds.

©Peter Zwakhals DHRCA.
Leeds (LMC) made gauge 0 Pullman Parlour kitchen cars Hazel and Doris, both with correct names,
as part of their Brighton Belle Pullman train.
Lima.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
The Pullman car Louisa made by Lima in H0/00 gauge is based on the body of a CIWL Pullman car
and not of a British Pullman car. The name Louisa might look correct, but there was no Pullman car
with that name. There was a car named Louise.
Märklin.

©New Cavendish.
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In gauge 0 and 1 Märklin made good looking Pullman cars, which are quite rare, with the names
Alberta and Cleopatra, both correct names. In H0/00-gauge Märklin made prewar a Pullman car
with incorrect lettering (LNER and the name Pullman) and the body looking more like a CIWL
Pullman car. This does not prevent it from being very collectable and expensive.
Merco.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
Merco supplied litho paper scaled to 00 gauge to make your own Pullman car based on wooden or
any other material bodies. These papers could be found at the London model railway shop
Hamblings; parts to complete your cars like bogies and wheels were also available there. The sheet
could be used to make a Pullman Parlour car, a Pullman kitchen car and a Pullman third class brake
car with a selection of names and numbers. The names available on the sheet are Agatha, Eunice,
Evadne, Phyllis, and Thelma for Parlour cars and Barbara, Cecilia, Rosemary, Sheila, Ursula and
Viking for Parlour kitchen cars. These are all correct Pullman car names, however with a mix-up
between Parlour car and Kitchen cars.
Merkur.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
The Czech manufacturer Merkur made a couple of years ago 3 different Pullman cars with the
names Margareth, Minerva and Othelo. The names Margareth and Othelo (sic) were not used for a
real Pullman car. There has been a Pullman car Minerva which does not resemble the Merkur
product.
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Milbro

©Peter Wray (TCS).
Milbro did have the following names as transfers available for Pullman cars: Bessborough,
Grosvenor, and Princess Helen. These are correct names for Pullman Parlour cars. Whether Milbro
had Pullman cars with these names available RTR I do not know.
Tri-ang.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
The Tri-ang Pullman cars had the names Anne, Jane, Mary and Ruth. The names Anne and Ruth are
used on real Pullman cars. There is no Pullman car named Jane and there were no cars with just
the name Mary, but there were cars like Princess Mary and Mary Beaton.
Trix.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
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Trix Twin is the name of a wrongly named Trix Pullman car. Later versions of this car wore the
name Zena and Sheila; the real cars with these names however look different, amongst others
they have the characteristic oval windows. Later Trix made plastic Mk1 (modern) Pullman cars
with the names Adrian, Aries, Carina, Eagle, Hawk, Heron, Ibis, Joan, Lydia, Orion, Raven, Plato,
Robin, Snipe and Wren. All these are correct Pullman car names but the names Adrian, Aries,
Carina, Ibis, Joan, Lydia, Orion, Plato are not correct for this type of modern Pullman car.
British toy trains manufacturers.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
British toy trains manufacturers like Mettoy, Wells, Brimtoy and Chad Valley made toy Pullman
cars, some even in larger 8-wheel variants. However, these all wear the name Pullman but not a
car name.
German toy train manufacturers.

©Fred van der Lubbe.
German toy train manufacturers like Bub, Distler and Fischer made Pullman cars that wear the
name Pullman but not a car name.
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©BT&MM.
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BRIGHTON BELLE MURAL LIVES ON - Milan Simek Trustee, Littledale-Brough Trust Collection.
Over the last ten years, anyone walking past the Brighton Toy and Model Museum in Brighton's
Trafalgar Street, could not fail to see the illusion of "DORIS" on an adjoining platform.

© Milan Simek Trustee, Littledale-Brough Trust Collection.
This was the concept of Chris Littledale, the Museums Founder and Director, which was funded by
Railway Heritage, the local council and the Museum. It was inaugurated in September 2010, by the
Mayor of Brighton and Hove and the late Sir William McAlpine, then Honorary patron of the
Museum. Sir William jokingly referred to it as the "Muriel".

© Milan Simek Trustee, Littledale-Brough Trust Collection.
September 2010, LtoR Chris Littledale and the late Sir William McAlpine.
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The Mural has survived exceptionally well over the ten years, avoiding the attention of Brighton's
prolific graffiti gang, needing only occasional attention from Terry Smith, the sign artist who
painted it. Part of the reason for creating the mural was to brighten up the bridge under croft
area, which forms the gateway to Brighton's "North Laines" district, enjoyed by shoppers and
tourists. The Museum is now involved in a regeneration project to create a proper North Laines
Gateway, safe and well lit, and decorated with "dummy" shop fronts.

© Milan Simek Trustee, Littledale-Brough Trust Collection.
Brighton Station - Regeneration Project - Top Image the Before & Bottom Image the After.
The Brighton Belle Mural will remain a centre piece of this project, serving as a reminder of
Brighton's past association with Pullman and the Preston Park works, which is sadly lacking.
Planning permission has been applied for.
The Museum has remained associated with the "Bringing back the Belle" project, and among its
exhibits has a dedicated "Pullman" display area, to which the Pullman Societies Archivist Antony
Ford is a kind contributor.
The Museum also helped to promote the "Bringing back the Belle" project at the Brighton
"Modelworld" exhibitions, which attracted attention from one-time drivers and other former staff.
The impression gained was that almost one fifth of Brighton families were directly associated with
the Pullman Car Company. A full-size Pullman Car was also parked outside the venue, on the
promenade, which attracted good PR.
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This year the Brighton Toy and Model Museum celebrates its 30th anniversary since opening its
doors in 1991. It is a great tribute to Chris Littledale and his friends to take on a what was a
derelict cavity underneath the Mainline Station, previously used to store beer barrels, and over
the thirty years build it into what is now an internationally respected Museum and important
Brighton tourist destination - and with no public funding!
The purpose of the Museum was to put Chris Littledale's burgeoning, one man’s lifetime collection
in the public domain, so it could be enjoyed by all. In 1994 the collection was put into Trust, as the
Littledale-Brough Trust, to include the late Derek Brough collection. The Collection continues to
grow, and its Trust status ensures that it will continue intact "in perpetuity".
The collection is best known for its model trains of all gauges, but primarily O gauge proprietary or
commercially produced items. In addition is a vast range of other models and toys, such as doll
houses, Meccano, Dinky Toys and Minic vehicles, Britain’s farmyards, In fact the full range of such
examples from the19th to the late 20th century.
To mark its 30th Anniversary, the Museum is having a special celebration day on Saturday 16th of
October, as part of which the extensive central 0-gauge railway layout will be operated by Chris
Littledale, in the way only he knows how! In operation will be the cream of model railway
locomotives and rolling stock, from the period best known as the "steam age". At any time, four
express trains representing the famous trains of the 30's can be seen in operation.
There will also be a very special "debut" by two new vintage locomotives, and a surprise of special
interest to Pullman devotees.
Pullman Societies Archivist Antony Ford has had a "sneak preview" of this, and to say he waxed
lyrical would be an understatement.

The Brighton Toy and Model Museum’s 30th Anniversary.
The 30th Anniversary Running Day takes place on Saturday October 16th - you can book your
ticket in advance by visiting the Brighton Toy and Model Museum website at
https://fareharbor.com/embeds/book/brightontoymuseum/items/243521/availability/698063916
/book/?flow=423582&full-items=yes&back=https://www.brightontoymuseum.co.uk/
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©Richard Barber.
Friday August 6th, 2021, passing Darlington WCR Class 57 No. 57601 WINDSOR CASTLE leads the
1Z28 Northern Belle from York to Glasgow Central. BR Mk1 Pullman cars EMERALD & AMBER.

©Steve Widdowson.
August 21st, 2021. Support Coach No. 17096 'MERCATOR' and 35028 'Clan Line' at
Worcester Shrub Hill with the 1Z44 07.09 London Paddington to Worcester Shrub Hill.
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The Colin Kerswill - Archive

The Private World of The Footplate - Part Three.

©Peter Starks.
35028 CLAN LINE at the Shalford Water Stop.
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Taking water at Shalford was a precision operation.
On running in to the station the water bouser would be waiting with pump running and the
operator would be standing in exactly the same place each time we arrived.
Bringing the train to a graceful stand again at exactly the same place the water hose would be
coupled to the inlet valve at the rear of the tender situated just above platform level, in the mean
time I would use the signal post telephone to advise the signalman we had come to rest and allow
him to return the signal to red, this allowed him to open the barriers at the relevant road crossing
to allow traffic to proceed.
The immaculately attired Support Crew wearing their MNLPS smocks would officiate, advising
onlookers of any tripping hazards while a cauldron of tape put around the tender as a no-go zone
while other Support Crew members would throw coal forward to replenish the void made by
shovelling on the first part of the journey.
Time allowed at Shalford was around 20 minutes but when water and coal replenishment was
completed, I would ask the Signalman for the road as it was good practice to depart a few minutes
early as it would be less demanding on the engine, especially if rail head conditions were poor.
Having made the fire up and warming through nicely we would set off with a view to have the
engine superheating with one injector on when passing the local landmark known as The
Chilworth Chicken, officially named Jessies Seat which is a large piece of topiary still carefully
maintained in memory of a rail accident with loss of life some130 years ago.
Up the bank and an undulating journey until it levelled out on approach to Dorking round the
corner where we would frequently have to wait for platform accommodation at Redhill.
Not booked to stop at Redhill a leisurely pace round to the station to allow the preceding train
time to clear, this practice in trying to keep the train moving was not only for the benefit of the
passengers but much less stress on the loco and a more professional way of working.
We were now on the Brighton Up main line and quite a strenuous trip up to Stoats Nest Junction,
from here on it could be a stop start journey with frequent yellow lights but regulating the speed
you could again keep the wheels turning albeit quite slowly.
East Croydon is a bottleneck with a very intense service especially around 15.30 hrs.
roughly the time we are booked through there.
Normally we would creep through East Croydon waiting for a Gatwick Express to pass us on the up
fast line, when he had cleared, we would get the road and follow him as far as Clapham Jct. Ten
minutes to the hour through Clapham allowing a generous fifteen minutes to get to Victoria.
Having passed Selhurst an examination of the fire was paramount, as we had to run the fire
down and regulate the steam and water so as to arrive Stewart's Lane Junction with a full head of
steam, at least half a glass of water and very little fire in the firebox, the white hot brick arch
would maintain steam for a short while and enable us to ascend the stiff bank up to Grosvenor
Road Bridge and on to platform two at Victoria.
Top of the bank, close dampers, injector on so as to make sure the crown of the firebox is not
exposed and damaged on the steep descent into the platform.
Early arrival at Victoria was frowned upon as the guests were usually finishing their meal and
drinking wine.
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This operation is achievable with skill, confidence and experience the main aim is to stand in
Victoria Station with the engine dead quiet, no emission of steam, no smoke and no fear of the
station fire warning system activating.

©Peter Starks.
35028 CLAN LINE on arrival at Victoria.
A few minutes previous we had a full head of steam and within a mile and a half we were at rest
platform two, with three quarters of a glass of water and steam pressure back to around 180 psi. A
light engine from Stewart's Lane Depot would come and tie onto rear of train and haul us back to
Stewart's Lane.
Stopping short of the berthing sidings the diesel engine would be released and we with Clan Line
would push the Pullmans into the required position for servicing. Ready for the next outing we
would turn the engine and support coach around the triangle, Stewart's Lane Junction, Longhedge
Junction and Latchmere Junction. Placing the engine and support coach on road no.2 in the Steam
Shed our day was done.
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©Alan French.
August 3rd, 2013, Following arrival at Victoria Colin Kerswill and Jim Clarke.

Always a thought and appreciation for the support crews who had to put her to bed, all of whom
had spent several days preparing for the trip a d now having to do the disposal duties.
Greatest respect to each and every one of them who give of their time and labour all for the love
of it and for the enjoyment of lineside spectators.
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Tail Lamp
As ever my thanks to those readers who
have taken time out to contribute to this
edition of your newsletter.
Rest assured that without their support this
edition would not have been published.
I trust that some if not all the content of this
edition has proved of interest to you.
Please feel free to forward a copy of this
newsletter to anyone you believe will be
interested.

Within the UK Pullman services on both the main line and preserved railways is slowly
recommencing following the relaxation of the Covid restrictions. It is hoped that 2022 will bring a
full-service resumption, but only time will tell.
The restoration of Pullman cars within the UK in the last 18 months has been seriously affected
also, it is hoped that the restoration projects will be by 2022 on new schedules of completion.
Belmond’s British Pullman car CYGNUS is scheduled to re-enter main line service in October,
I hope to have an update with images within the next edition.
The one man restoration of car FORMOSA in deepest Devon is progressing as referenced within
pages 32 to 36 of this edition. Pat O’Connor’s commitment in the car’s restoration must be
congratulated. From its Camping Coach conversion then followed by a period in Departmental use,
the car is slowly and carefully being returned to a true Pullman car.

©Pullman Car Services-Archive.
I hold your e-mail address and additionally your telephone contact number if you have supplied this to me.
Your contact details as supplied will not be made available to anyone.
In the event anyone wishes to contact you I will forward the request directly to you for you to action as you wish.
Your advised details will be deleted from the PCS-A contacts list at your request.
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